Food & Beverage
Photography
Creative, Personalised and High End Food & Beverage Photography that drives engagement

How we can help
We are Picture Perfect Photography. We help you showcase
mouthwatering, high end food, beverage & restaurant images. We
take the time off your hands and get to know YOUR story, helping
you go above and beyond your goals.
Great food & beverage photos are proven to attract customers
through social media and websites, so it pays to consistently
impress with tasty photos that drive engagement.
Let’s create your powerful visual narrative through bold and
creative photography & video. Get in touch >

Meet the team
Our team is your team

Get in touch >

Collette Evans

Jacob Fallon

Cameron Rouse

Premium Photographer

Marketing Executive

Sales & Client Care

01226 872 517

hello@pictureperfectphoto.co.uk

FOOD &
BEVERAGE

VENUE &
TAKEAWAY
RUSSEL RICHARDSON
PERSONALITY

Food & beverage photography is an

In these uncertain times, food photography

Your restaurant venue is unique and

essential in the age of social media. You've

is more important than ever as business

deserves to be shown off. Prepare to

seen those impressive pictures that made

moves online.

reopen your venue with all the success it

you book that restaurant, so let's create

deserves using quality venue photos.

your own. We understand that you are busy

It's important to regularly update your

and that the industry is forever changing.

online platforms with fresh photos that

Our experienced photographers have

Photography with us saves you time to do

keep customers excited to order again and

experience in many different sectors

what's important.

again. Stand out amongst competitors with

including hospitality ands weddings so

We offer discounted subscription plans to

mouthwatering photos.

you can be sure that you're in safe

ensure you get consistent results.

Get in touch >

hands.

01226 872 517

hello@pictureperfectphoto.co.uk

THE

ROCESS

SPECIALIST HIGH END IMAGES SINCE 2012

PREPARATION

CREATION

PRODUCTION

RETOUCH

OPTIMISATION

DELIVERY

It all starts with a
discovery call.

We start shoots using the
plan we created &
prepare all of our highend lighting and camera
equipment to make your
food look great.

Every image is
individually selected and
treated with care by our
in house team.

Images are sent to our
trusted creative
retoucher.

Images are named with
SEO keywords & sized
correctly to optimise your
authority on the web.

We deliver your
professional photos via
your own online
shareable gallery.

Beat competition and
drive online traffic with
stronger SEO
performance.

Accessible this anywhere,
anytime for your
efficiency.

We get to know your
specific needs and goals.
We create on-brand
mood boards and
concepts that present
you with the perfect
solution.

We save you time with
efficient, knowledgable
service.
Meaning you can stay on
track, start saving time
and get more done.

Our expert team ensure
that colours are true to
life, any dust, crumbs or
imperfections are
removed to make your
food/drinks pop that
extra bit.

This adds a stronger
dimension and stronger
standard to your images.
You will really stand out in
your social media and
advertising campaigns.

One off shoot investment
Included in our service:
Briefing call,
Professional lighting
Studio
Location
Wide variety of backgrounds
Moodboards & ideas
£240 PER HOUR

£890 HALF DAY
4 HOURS

Recommendation around
props & styling items
Background removal
Named files to optimise for
web listings/ SEO.
Web ready images
Retouching/ editing

£1,680 FULL DAY
8 HOURS

Arrange a Call

(Recommended)

Subscription investment
We recommend our tailored subscription service. Get consistent
results and stay on track with regular, high end photography. Impress
customers again and again as you update your menu.

Subscription service Benefits
We get to know your brand
Consistent results
High Quality
Regular content
Perfect for menu changes

16HRS PER YEAR

24HRS PER YEAR

32HRS PER YEAR

£252 PER MONTH
10% DISCOUNT

£373.80 PER MONTH
11% DISCOUNT

£494.80 PER MONTH
12% DISCOUNT

12 MONTH TERM

12 MONTH TERM

12 MONTH TERM

Easy billing
Discounted rate
Regular strategy meetings
We help grow your brand
Saves You time

Arrange a Call

GET IN TOUCH
01226 872517
hello@pictureperfectphoto.co.uk
pictureperfectphoto.co.uk

BOOK HERE

